Addendum for UA-767 Voice unit

The UA-767 Voice provides the measurement results both on the LCD display and verbally. When the measurement is completed, the unit will beep and announce the values shown on the LCD display. The systolic, diastolic and pulse are repeated twice.

<Example of Voice Annunciation>
Systolic = 132, Diastolic = 74 and Pulse = 69
"Your blood pressure is one hundred thirty two over seventy four and pulse is sixty nine."

* If an error occurs, the unit announces this as “Error - Re-measure.”
* When the battery level is low, the unit announces this as “Replace batteries." as well as to show the mark on the display.

Voice control
A slide switch for volume control is located on the front of the unit. The volume increases by sliding the knob to the right and decreases by sliding the knob to the left.

Earphone jack
The earphone jack is located on the right front of the unit. When connecting earphones to the unit, output to the speaker is disabled. (Earphone not included)